
SOME TIPS FOR MANAGING ADD IN THE CLASSROOM

Make use of positive reinforcement to motivate and change
behaviour.

Educate the class in terms of how everyone has strengths
and weaknesses and that at different times has different
needs.

Establish an atmosphere of cooperation so that the child
experiencing difficulties can. feel important - ie is accepted
for positive contribution to the class rather than isolated
for never "fitting" in. Give responsibility that is
"achievable" .

Develop a "buddy" system,- rotate, be aware of good/not so
good fits.

Handle medication with sensitivity and discretion as most
children do not want others to know they are taking
medication, or have ADD for that matter.

Determine the child's dominant learning style and
preferences. Many children with ADD are very kinaesthetic
learners so do well with lots of "doing" rather than writing.
Many are more strongly right-brain oriented and creative
and do well in this area. Take every opportunity to find
these strengths so that self esteem can, be bolstered.



Keep work periods short.

Allow for physical movement.

Help reduce the frustration of writing

Q,e SPECIFIC,

NOTE

**Children with ADD have great difficulty STARTING their
work, so it is helpful to spend a few minutes actually ensuring
they know EXACTLY what to do.

**Many have auditory processing difficulties so instructions
need to be given carefully and preferably one at a time. It's
not so much that they "forget" as that they don't process all
they've been told.

HOMEWORK - the BUGBEAR of all families with ADD children?

It always takes longer, causes huge frustration and is often
more trouble than. it's worthlII
Negotiate an attempt, a lesser amount, a varied way of
presentation . Praise what has been done rather than punish
what hasn't. Detentions for not doing homework, loss of
recess time etc make the situation worse.

Children with ADD are not usually wilfully difficult - they
have many great qualities . I like to think of them as ADDing
to the class, not detracting from itl
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